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Understanding the Business Drivers
Librarians and information professionals who track their
organization’s goals and align their services accordingly will
be in better position to communicate their value.
BY STUART HALES

It’s 6:00 a.m. Do you know what your
company’s vision and goals are?
If you’re the CEO, of course you
know—you’re the one who sets them,
either alone or in conjunction with
your board of directors and/or senior
management. But if you’re a librarian
at a law firm or a senior researcher at a
chemical company, odds are that when
you wake up each morning, you have
no idea what’s driving your organization
or where it’s headed.
A study conducted by researchers
in Australia details the extent of the
average employee’s lack of awareness.
When asked to identify their employer’s
chief strategy from among six choices,
only three in ten employees at 20 leading Australian corporations answered
correctly (Harvard Business Review
2013). This misalignment with corporate strategy translates into missed
opportunities, slow responses to crises,
and a host of other problems.
For librarians and information professionals, it can mean something much
worse—irrelevance. That’s the message
conveyed by a senior manager in a risk
management firm who was asked to
describe the role that special librarians
play in modern business organizations.
“The classic view of a knowledge
manager,” he said, “is that they have

insufficient knowledge on issues concerning clients and they are therefore
not in the ball game.” (Evolving Value
2013)
That sentiment—that librarians and
info pros are “not in the ball game”—is
shared by many executives and other
users of information services. A 2013
report by SLA and the Financial Times
found, for example, that only one-third
of executives and information users
in law firms and in educational and
academic settings felt that information
professionals added “a lot of value” to
their organizations. Among government
executives, the proportion was even
worse—just 14 percent.
The report authors concluded that
information professionals need to
transition from their traditional role of
inward-looking technical expert to a
more outward-facing persona, which it
called “client-centric decision enabler.”
This modern information professional,
the report stated, would be characterized by five “essential attributes” that
would enable him or her to add real
value to the organization by furthering
its strategic goals. These essential attributes are as follows:
1) Communicate your value.
2) Understand the drivers.

STUART HALES is editor of information Outlook. he can be
reached at shales@sla.org.

3) Manage the process.
4) Keep up on technical skills.
5) Provide decision-ready information.
This issue of Information Outlook
explores the second attribute—understand the drivers—from the perspective
of both academic librarians and their
counterparts in business settings. In
one article, Phil Faust, vice president of
academic products at Gale, notes that
academic librarians are beginning to
play a greater role in two areas that are
driving university decision making and
goal setting—enhancing digital scholarship efforts and helping make college
more affordable.
“It’s difficult to nail down a universally accepted definition of digital
scholarship, but in the most general
sense, it’s the use of technology to
aid in humanistic inquiry,” he writes.
“Whether you are a champion or critic
of digital scholarship, one thing you
can’t deny is that it is attracting interest, both from university officials and
leading organizations outside of higher
education. With this interest have come
increased opportunities for research
funds as well as recognition for schools.
Universities need to remain competitive
in the market for students, and winning
prestigious grants is certainly one way
to stand out.”
Alexander van Boetzelaer, managing
director of global research and development solutions at Elsevier, emphasizes
that businesses are always rethinking
their goals in light of changing market
conditions, so librarians must constantly
keep abreast of organizational priorities.
He recommends several strategies for
staying current on drivers:
• Regularly explore your organization’s
website.
• Read your company’s marketing and
financial communications.
Continued on page 17
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION · VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Registration Opens for
SLA 2017 in Phoenix
SLA’s 2017 Annual Conference in
Phoenix will feature not just a new
venue—the conference will be SLA’s
first in Arizona—but new ways for
attendees to learn, network, relax, and
even register.

Registration for the conference
opened on December 5 and will remain
open until the conference starts on
June 16. This marks a departure from
previous years, when conference registration opened in late November or
early December, closed in January,
then reopened in February.
A message announcing the opening of registration noted several other
changes from previous conferences,
including the following:
Session levels and learning streams.
Educational sessions will be categorized according to three levels—fundamental, intermediate, and master
class. Additionally, because the content
from one conference session frequently
overlaps with and/or relates to content
from other sessions, sessions are being
“mapped” (where possible) to themes,
called learning streams. Five learning
streams have been identified for SLA
2017: (1) career development, (2) data
management and curation, (3) intellectual property, (4) leadership, and (5)
metrics, analytics, and assessment.
Continuity and collective experience.
To foster a sense of continuity, SLA
2017 will feature not only the traditional
opening session on Sunday and closing
session on Tuesday, but a general session on Monday as well. Each general
2

session will be open to all conference
attendees (including exhibitors) and
will be scheduled so that the maximum
number of people can attend, thereby
ensuring that all attendees can share
in the collective conference experience.
Community engagement. SLA 2017
will debut two new community-building

concepts, Main Street USA and The
Park. Main Street SLA will serve as the
conference’s hub—it will be a place
for attendees to build connections,
exchange ideas, and learn more about
SLA and its community and units. The
Park will be a recreation area where
attendees can put their feet up and chat
with other attendees, or release their
emotions and clear their minds.
Health and wellness. Attendees looking to recharge their bodies as well as
their minds will be able to participate in
wellness activities such as yoga.
Streamlined floor plan and schedule.
The physical distance between meeting
rooms, keynote auditoriums, the INFOEXPO hall, and other activity locations
will be shorter than at previous conferences, making it easier to attend multiple events. SLA 2017 will also incorporate several dedicated no-conflict times
into the schedule to ensure attendees
don’t miss out on educational sessions
when they visit the INFO-EXPO (and
vice-versa).
Another welcome change at SA 2017
will be the housing prices. Room rates
at the three hotels in the SLA housing
block start at $114, less than half the
price of rooms in Philadelphia (site of
SLA 2016) and Boston (site of SLA
2015). Each hotel in the housing block
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is providing complimentary in-room
Internet service to attendees.
Early bird registration rates are available through 15 March 2017. For more
information, visit http://www.sla.org/
attend/sla-2017-annual-conference/.

Short-term and Intermittent
Volunteer Opportunities
Offered to SLA Members
New avenues to volunteering and gaining skills and experience are being
made available to SLA members,
thanks to the introduction of “microlevel” opportunities such as speaking
and writing.
The annual call for volunteers included the customary committee and advisory council positions, but SLA members were also given the opportunity to
volunteer for roles that do not require
a lengthy or continuous time commitment. These roles are as follows:
• event volunteer;
• short-term subcommittee member;
• speaker;
• author; and
• resource specialist.
The roles are designed to provide
members with a variety of volunteer
opportunities. Members who signed up
to serve as authors could, for example,
write an article for Information Outlook,
a post for the SLA Blog, a white paper
for the Shared Resources Initiative, or
a marketing message describing the
value they receive from SLA membership or conference attendance.
Members who signed up to volunteer at
events could assist with the SLA Annual
Conference or with any other meetings
that SLA hosts or co-hosts, such as a
joint initiative with another librarian- or
information-based organization. SLA

UNDERSTANDING THE BUSINESS DRIVERS

Academic Librarians:
Adding Value beyond
the Library
by helping make cOllege mOre affOrdable fOr stUdents and helping
facUlty gain new insights frOm hUmanistic research, academic
librarians can shOwcase the skills and valUe they prOvide.
BY PHIL FAUST

T

here has been a lot of
media coverage lately about
the state of higher education—that it’s going to be
the next “bubble” to burst, that it is ripe
for disruption, that it’s changing rapidly
and yet not changing quickly enough.
Amid all of this speculation, there are
a few things with which most of us
can agree—that universities are under
pressure to lower the cost of education, better prepare students for jobs,
produce better research, and increase
enrollment.
Some universities haven’t been able
to withstand these pressures and have
closed their doors. More are expected
to follow suit, according to a 2015
report from Moody’s Investor Service
(2015) that predicts the closure rates of
small colleges and universities will triple
in the coming years, while mergers will
double.
But the news for colleges and universities is not all bad. The challenges facing academic institutions also present
opportunities for academic librarians
to become more involved with campus
initiatives and help support the central
mission of their university.
Although academic libraries gener-

ally are viewed as centers of independent thought and learning, academic
librarians increasingly are interested in
understanding the key business drivers of their universities. As a result,
academic librarians are becoming more
involved in areas that tie directly to
university goals and drivers—specifically, enhancing digital scholarship and
affordability.

It Starts with Collaboration
Academic librarians bring many essential skills to university communities
beyond cataloging and research, but
making their expertise known to colleagues and administrators is among
their biggest challenges. There are
actual and perceived divides between
academic librarians and faculty/administrators.

A study conducted by Gale and
Library Journal magazine (Albers-Smith
2015) identified large gaps in communication and the perceived need for
closer collaboration among librarians
and faculty. The 2015 survey of roughly
500 faculty and 500 librarians revealed
that roughly one-quarter of faculty think
there is no need for campus librarians
and faculty to consult with one another.
Fewer than half of faculty (45 percent)
want better communication with librarians, but nearly all librarians desire better communication with faculty.
This gap in librarian-faculty interest
in cross-collaboration is exacerbated
by the fact that about 20 percent of
faculty are unaware of how the library
can even support them. As one academic librarian noted, “Campus culture
is that librarians are not ‘officially’ part
of any one of the four colleges in the

PHIL FAUST is vice president of academic products at Gale, where
he has held various publishing and product management positions.
He now oversees publishing and product management for all of
Gale’s higher education-focused resources and primary source
collections. He can be reached at philip.faust@cengage.com.
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university.”
A similar perception gap was highlighted by a 2013 report, The Evolving
Value of Information Management, published jointly by the Special Libraries
Association and the Financial Times.
The report identified five “essential attributes” of modern information professionals, one of which is understanding
the drivers of the organization. One
business executive interviewed for the
report said, “The classic view of a
knowledge manager is that they have
insufficient knowledge on issues concerning clients and they are therefore
not in the ball game.”
Overcoming this perception of “not
[being] in the ball game” is critical
if academic librarians are to become
more involved with faculty and administrators. As it happens, there are emerging areas of scholarship that present
opportunities to close the faculty-librarian gap.

Opportunities in the
Digital Humanities
One of these emerging areas is digital
humanities (DH), or digital scholarship,
as it is often called. Digital scholarship
is a growing area of focus on college
and university campuses around the
world.
It’s difficult to nail down a universally
accepted definition of digital scholarship, but in the most general sense, it’s
the use of technology to aid in humanistic inquiry. Other terms often used in
conjunction with digital scholarship are
data mining and textual analysis, which
refer to the process by which text or
datasets are “crawled” by software that
recognizes entities, relationships, and
actions and helps researchers draw
new conclusions.
There is considerable debate surrounding digital scholarship in terms of
exactly what it is and what the future
holds for this growing area. Whether
you are a champion or critic of digital
scholarship, one thing you can’t deny
is that it is attracting interest, both
from university officials and leading
organizations outside of higher education. With this interest have come
4

increased opportunities for research
funds as well as recognition for schools.
Universities need to remain competitive
in the market for students, and winning
prestigious grants is certainly one way
to stand out.
There is also growth in digital scholarship instruction at many levels (including undergraduate and graduate students), and many forms of instruction
are emerging, from stand-alone courses
to graduate and doctoral programs.
Some universities already have dedicated centers for digital scholarship
education.
In late 2015, Gale partnered with
American Libraries magazine on a survey of academic librarians and faculty
to better understand how libraries are
evolving to meet the increasing needs
of digital scholarship. The survey results
underscored that this is an area of
opportunity for libraries—roughly nine
out of ten faculty use digital humanities
tools in their research or teaching, and
almost all faculty said they think support of digital scholarship elevates the
importance of academic libraries. The
main reasons cited by faculty for this
view included seeing the library as more
of a digital center, renewing the library
as a central place for research, and
demonstrating the value of the skills of
librarians (Eberhart 2016).
Partly in response to these findings,
university libraries are increasingly taking on leadership roles organizing digital
scholarship efforts on campuses. In
fact, a quarter of the librarian respondents in Gale’s survey said their administration wants them to lead digital
humanities in the future.

Academic Libraries
Leading the Way
A number of librarians are doing amazing work both developing and leading
digital scholarship initiatives, thereby
raising their profile within their university community. One such librarian is
Caroline Muglia, the head resource
sharing and collection assessment
librarian at the University of Southern
California (USC).
“The library is the perfect place for
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DH endeavors to be housed,” she says.
“More and more libraries are being
positioned as central drivers of digital humanities projects. I find this so
important because we already have
so many of the skills. At USC, we are
already working with primary resources
and interacting with vendors who are
making their resources available to DH
projects. We are already creating standards and getting our hands dirty in
new tools and platforms, and [we] have
the capacity to offer new services.”
Harriett Green, an English and digital humanities librarian and associate
professor at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, seconds Muglia’s
assessment. “As we have seen at Illinois
and at our counterparts across North
America and abroad, academic libraries have begun positioning themselves
as key spaces for our users: integrated
learning spaces and media commons,
hubs for digitization, and multi-service
research centers.”
Of course, there is still a long way to
go and a lot to be learned, as Muglia
explains.
“[At USC], we want to continue
attracting DH projects that are flourishing around campus, but we first need
to know our own capacity, skills, and
ability to scale up,” she says. “We had a
steep learning curve in terms of our own
literacy on DH projects. Some librarians
had deep familiarity with mapping tools
or data mining platforms, but others did
not. So we are in the process of educating all librarians on DH fluency, which is
a baseline skill that all librarians should
have.”
Centralizing DH activity is another key
priority at USC, Muglia says. “[There
are] pockets of digital humanities work
being done, but it’s not institutionalized
in terms of support, financial sustainability, or education,” she says. “The
library is trying to position itself to take
on that role. We aren’t there yet, but
working with researchers on DH-related
projects allows us to hone our own skills
and to showcase to the university that
the library has the capacity to support
this kind of research.”
Librarians are also collaborating with

UNDERSTANDING THE BUSINESS DRIVERS

many different departments and audiences both inside the library and out,
which is especially important in digital
humanities, says Green.
“Collaborations can and should be
diverse and multi-faceted,” she says.
“This kind of work requires engaging
with library colleagues and teaching
faculty and students about building
digital projects. Ideally, librarians can
be an integral part of a digital humanities collaboratory—part of a team that
co-equally works together to produce
innovative and thought-provoking
research.”

The Affordability and
Value Challenge
Another factor affecting higher education today is the mounting pressure to
lower the cost of education while maintaining or increasing its quality.
Many college applicants and their
families are worried about debt; college
admissions officials are concerned as
well. According to a 2014 survey of
college and university admissions directors, slightly more than three-fourths
of respondents believe they are losing
potential applicants due to concerns
about accumulating debt during college. The figure was even greater (89
percent) for those at private colleges
(Jaschik 2014).
While there are many factors involved
in the cost of education, the price
of learning materials is certainly an
important one. Digital formats offer new
opportunities to address cost and quality, and more universities are transitioning to digital learning materials.
There is also growing awareness and
adoption of open educational resources (OER) and affordable educational
resources (AER). OER and AER are
commonly defined as free or low-cost
openly-licensed educational materials
that can be used for teaching, learning,
and research.
Cengage, Gale’s parent company,
recently interviewed industry experts
and surveyed more than 500 OER
primary adopters, supplemental adopters, and non-adopters. Based on this

research, Cengage determined that
OER use could triple over the next five
years, to comprise 12 percent of the
primary courseware market and 19
percent of the supplemental adoption
market. Among faculty members not
currently using OER, roughly threequarters said they expect to be using
OER or will consider using it in the next
three years (Cengage Learning 2016).
These findings present an opportunity for academic librarians to step up
as coordinators and leaders of OER
and AER initiatives. Many librarians are
doing just that, and they are vocal about
their support.
OER and AER are not without obstacles—while there is a vast amount of
OER content that could be used in
education, discoverability is not easy,
and quality and durability are concerns.
A 2014 Babson Survey found that the
widespread use of OER is hampered
primarily by difficulty in finding resources, concerns about unknown permissions and quality, and challenges with
integrating the resources. The lack of a
comprehensive catalog and the difficulty of finding what is needed were cited
most often (Allen and Seaman 2014).
Cue the library. University librarians
have the skills needed to overcome
these challenges—they are already
experts at content curation and acquisition and copyright, and they are likely
to have already acquired AER/OER in
direct support of courses. Working with
faculty, librarians can easily identify and
curate content that can support OER
and AER initiatives.
Library content offers an excellent
opportunity to lower students’ costs
while providing peer-reviewed, wellmaintained, and consistently updated
information. Leveraging library content
(and librarian expertise) in campus
OER/AER initiatives is an increasingly
valuable way for libraries to support key
business drivers of the university.

Keep the Momentum Going

ership roles, but the opportunities to
make an impact don’t stop there. With
the value of a college degree being
called into question, new standards
being considered for rating universities and measuring student learning
and career preparedness, and more
non-traditional student populations with
diverse needs and learning styles being
admitted, higher education is facing
many challenges to its traditional business model.
These are exciting times for librarians
to step up and showcase the unique
skills they can bring to the table to help
academic institutions thrive. By focusing on the business factors that drive
their institutions, they can bridge the
gap with faculty and “get in the ball
game” with university leaders. SLA
RESOURCES
Albers-Smith, Jennifer. 2015. Bridging the
Library/Faculty Gap. The Gale Blog, September
1. Boston, Mass.: Cengage Learning.
Allen, I. Elaine, and Jeff Seaman. 2014. Opening
the Curriculum: Open Educational Resources
in U.S. Higher Education, 2014. Babson Park,
Mass.: Babson Survey Research Group.
Cengage Learning. 2016. Open Educational
Resources and the Evolving Higher Education
Landscape. Boston, Mass.: Cengage Learning.
Eberhart, George M. 2016. How Librarians and
Faculty Use Digital Humanities: A Summary
of the 2015 Gale-American Libraries Survey.
American Libraries, March 3.
Jaschik, Scott. 2014. More Pressure Than
Ever: The 2014 Survey of College and
University Admissions Directors. Washington,
D.C.: Inside Higher Ed.
Moody’s Investors Service. 2015. Small but
Notable Rise Expected in Closures, Mergers
for Smaller U.S. Colleges. New York, N.Y.:
Moody’s Investors Service.

The Evolving Value of Information Management.
2013. Report commissioned by the Financial
Times and the Special Libraries Association.
McLean, Va.: Special Libraries Association.

Digital scholarship and college affordability are two of the many areas that
are ripe for librarians to take on lead-
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Understanding and
Supporting Your
Organization’s
Business Drivers
by taking a few simple steps, infOrmatiOn prOfessiOnals can
keep abreast Of the Overall Objectives Of their OrganizatiOns
and then develOp strategies tO sUppOrt them.
BY ALEXANDER VAN BOETZELAER, MA

A

n October 2013 report,
The Evolving Value of
Information Management,
published jointly by the
Financial Times and SLA, identified
“understanding the drivers” of an organization as a key attribute of today’s
information professional. It turns out
that acquiring such an understanding
is often easier said than done.
Intuitively, one would think that if
you’re hired by or already working for
an organization, you know what its
goals are and, by extension, what drives
it. But these things can change, and
unless you’re constantly aware and
have built a strong internal communications network, you may miss out.
That’s especially true for information
professionals. As one of the business

executives interviewed for the report
commented, knowledge managers traditionally are perceived as “not in the
ball game.” That perception may be
valid.
Today’s information professionals
can’t afford to be left on the sidelines.
Start today to achieve a solid understanding of your organization’s current
business drivers, determine how you
can support those drivers, and let others know the value of that support.

Getting in the Game
The adage “knowledge is power”
applies not only to what information
professionals have to offer, but also
what they stand to gain by tuning in
to an organization’s key drivers. Many

organizations, whether in the corporate or academic realm, continually
re-examine their business model to stay
competitive. In the process, they may
change their business drivers (beyond
those of making a profit and ensuring
a return on investment). Such changes
can have a significant impact on your
role in, and value to, the organization.
In a recent blog post, “Setting the
Scene for Disruptive Innovation,”
John Danaher, president of education for nursing and health professions at Elsevier, gave several examples
of companies that transformed their
thinking about their business. Xerox,
for instance, realized it wasn’t simply
making copy machines, but was actually in the knowledge distribution business. Similarly, Apple recognized that

ALEXANDER VAN BOETZELAER is managing director of the global R&D Solutions business at Elsevier, where he has
worked since 2006. He previously served as director of strategy for the Science & Technology Division and director of
business development for the academic and government markets.
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it wasn’t just producing hardware, but
was also in the business of supporting
multiple streaming content platforms
(Danaher 2015). More recently, GE has
transformed from a manufacturer into a
digital business.
Elsevier itself is in the process of
evolving from a legacy publisher to a
provider of information solutions and
analytics, and the way we handled the
development and launch of a new product for nursing and allied health professionals is emblematic of our transformation. Instead of relying on our traditional
product development process and staff,
we put together a multidisciplinary team
from a cross-section of the organization,
selecting innovative thinkers regardless
of their job title or level. They worked
like a start-up company, ensconced in
a small office in New York, free of their
usual day-to-day job responsibilities.
The success of that process (as well
as the resulting product) has transformed our thinking, some of our business drivers, and our hiring priorities.
Our need for experienced information
professionals who understand and
can support our current objectives has
never been greater.
Granted, not every knowledge professional wants to work in a “disruptive”
environment or manner, but it behooves
you to understand what you’re getting
into if you’re looking for a job. And if
you’re working for an organization that’s
in transition, you need to understand
what that transition means for you in
your current position.

Staying Informed
If you haven’t been staying abreast of
your organization’s direction and drivers, there are several ways to get up
to speed. The strategies are similar
whether you’re working in academia or
in a corporate setting.
Explore the website. Jay Bhatt, liaison librarian for engineering at Drexel
University in Philadelphia and a frequent collaborator on Elsevier’s educational initiatives, said he regularly visits
Drexel’s website to review both the university’s overall strategic objectives and
initiatives and those specific to its librar-

ies. Doing so enables him to not only
stay aware of the university’s current
focus, but also to identify the objectives
and initiatives that Drexel’s libraries are
best able to support.
These include “global impact” and
“research innovation,” two areas librarians are well positioned to help. Global
impact is a fertile environment for librarians because of the tremendous amount
of collaboration that occurs between
scientists and researchers worldwide,
while research innovation offers a multitude of opportunities for librarians to
teach information skills to students, faculty members, and researchers themselves and help them stay aware of
current international research in their
respective fields.
Read the marketing and financial
communications. Britt Mueller, principal at InfoLiquidity LLC in San Diego,
says that a company’s current goals,
focus, and values often are clarified in
its marketing and financial communications (the latter targeted toward Wall
Street). She advocates reading such
communications carefully every time
they come out, especially to identify and
understand drivers for new business
opportunities.
Participate in meetings. Although
it may be tempting to skip meetings
because of time constraints, they can
be vital to enhancing your awareness
of what’s going on in the organization.
They also offer opportunities to discuss
the projects you’re working on and
garner support from others, especially
higher-ups.
Engage in informal discussions.
Bhatt stresses the benefits of engaging in informal conversations with
colleagues and end users. In a post
on the Drexel Libraries blog, “Where
on Campus is Jay Bhatt? Drexel’s
Embedded Librarian,” he is quoted
as saying, “With more students, new
departments, and new faculty members, it becomes all the more important
for a liaison librarian to keep informed
[of] departmental needs” (Lee 2014).
To stay informed, Bhatt makes himself available in student lounges two
days a week, providing coaching and

guidance to students and faculty while
learning about their current projects. If
he spent his days sitting in the library,
he would miss opportunities to help his
end users, understand their shifting
needs and focus, and reinforce his own
value to the university.
On the corporate side, Mueller also
advocates talking to end users, especially those working in areas of the
company generating high revenue or
involved closely with future strategic
direction, to understand their goals
and objectives. She advises “walking
up the value chain”—that is, talking
to higher-level influencers, such as the
people who control budgets and decide
where the company’s resources should
be directed.

Taking Stock, Taking Action
Having a firm grasp of the organization’s business drivers at every level
puts you in a position to demonstrate
that understanding in ways that support your colleagues and end users and
further your career.
Sometimes, opportunities to act on
your knowledge of business drivers are
right in front of you—you just need to
take advantage of them. For example,
Bhatt took the lead in the most recent
Engineering Academic Challenge, a
five-week game sponsored by Elsevier
that is played by thousands of engineering students worldwide. Bhatt put
together a small group of Drexel engineering students and worked with them
over several months to develop what
he called “real-world engineering questions, inspired by National Academy of
Engineering Grand Challenge themes”
(Bhatt and Christe 2016).
In “Epic Wins: Engaging Students
Globally with Game-based Learning,”
Bhatt and co-author Daniel Christe
(2016) state, “The Engineering
Academic Challenge may be a game,
but it is also a thoughtful and deliberate way to engage learners across the
world, while supporting the four key
directions of Drexel University Libraries’
current strategic plan.” Broadly, those
key directions encompass the library’s
business drivers through 2017: (1)
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ensuring access to ideas and authoritative information sources, (2) deepening
the university’s connections with scholarship, (3) building learning environments in physical and cyber spaces,
and (4) modeling a collaborative and
entrepreneurial library organization to
serve students, enhance teaching, and
support researchers.
When opportunities to act on business drivers don’t present themselves,
you will need to reach out. But first,
Mueller advises, be sure you are clear
about what you have to offer.
“You’ve got to be clear,” she says.
“Ask, ‘What am I doing that’s providing
value—not just peripheral value, but
true value—to the people I’m working
with and for?’”
Answering that question may
involve some soul searching, as well
as research. Knowledge management
consultant Ulla de Stricker offers this
approach:
Let us find out as much as we can
about the priority activities in the
organizations we serve and then
devise and promote the optimal
mix of services, tools, and content to support those activities . . .
Something as relatively straightforward (for us) as curating projectrelated materials or revamping an
intranet interface for greater usability
could yield practical value in short
order . . . but we must get to the
point of accepting that, yes, we are
in that business now: anyone with
LIS credentials is potentially ‘in the
business’ of working with any process, system, or tool an organization
uses to support its operations. Our
skills are applicable universally to
today’s evolving business practices
. . . [We] just need to acknowledge
that fact and turn that acknowledgement to good use. (de Stricker 2015)
Once you’ve accepted that you have
multiple skills that are of value, you
need to demonstrate that value in terms
the organization can understand. As de
Stricker explains:

8

[I]t is particularly important for
information professionals to have
practiced the ‘scary stuff’ of business
cases, ROI assessments, and similar
analyses so as to sell their skills into
new roles. In other words, information professionals face an employment landscape in which they are,
in effect, required to sell potential
employers on the desirability of creating new positions where unique
information skills will contribute to
organizational goals. Established
information center managers are
similarly required to demonstrate the
value and ROI of the infrastructure
costs they incur for the parent organization; they are in effect becoming
agents for hiring and deploying information professionals working directly
with subject matter experts. Scary,
yes; doable, yes. (de Stricker, 2015).
Armed with a strong handle on your
value and how to express it in terms that
support the business drivers, it’s time
to craft a “cogent, concise, and wellstructured message,” Mueller stresses.
That message is not, “Let me tell you
what I can do for you.” The message starts with two questions—namely,
“What are you struggling with in terms
of information?” and “How can I help
support that?” Then tailor what you can
do to the needs of the people you’re
talking to.
Keep in mind that you’re not
approaching people hat in hand. “You
are an equal partner at the table, trying to solve the same problems, trying to make the company successful,”
Mueller says. “You’re trying to get to a
mutual understanding, and you’re trying to build a relationship. If you can do
that, you’re in good stead. You’re going
to have some successes and some
flops, but you need to push forward.”

Looking Ahead
Simply put, once you understand the
organization’s drivers, do something
meaningful with that knowledge. Secure
in your skills, and knowing how to
quickly determine the overarching driv-
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ers of any business—e.g., by looking
at the website and reading current
communications from and about the
organization—you are in a good position to show value in your current role
or interview for a new one within your
organization or elsewhere.
Given the changing landscape of
knowledge management, it is important
to stay flexible and avoid pigeonholing yourself. As John Danaher (2015)
wrote, “The CEOs of Airbnb and Uber
didn’t come from the hotel or transportation businesses. They brought a fresh
pair of eyes, and because they did, they
came up with innovative services.”
You can, too. SLA
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SLA MEMBER INTERVIEW

10 Questions:
Stacie Calabrese
a layOff made stacie calabrese realize she needed tO leave
hUman resOUrces behind and find a new prOfessiOn.
hr’s lOss was librarianship’s gain.
BY KELLY A. JOHNSON, MS, DVM, MLIS

M

any librarians, especially those of us
who work in special
libraries, share a
similar story of adopting librarianship as a second career. And though
many of us do not consider librarianship until we are ready to make a
career change, special librarianship
frequently allows us to utilize the
skills and experience we accumulated in our previous field(s).
Stacie Calabrese is a case in
point. Currently the library manager for a medical communications
company, Stacie takes advantage
of her 10-year career in managing
human resources (HR) for the pharmaceutical industry as she provides
information services to clients and
especially to internal medical writing teams.
Stacie spoke recently with
Information Outlook about her path
to librarianship, how she stays
abreast of new developments and
learns new skills, and how she maintains a healthy work/life balance.

Before attending library school, you
held HR positions in the medical and
pharmaceutical fields. How and why did
you get into librarianship? Were there
any compelling financial or personal
incentives to make a career change?
i spent about 10 years in human
resources, but after a few years it
didn’t feel like it was the right fit
for me. with a master’s degree in
hr management and increasingly
responsible positions, i started feeling that it was unlikely i would be
able to make a career change. human
resources is a very important function,
but it wasn’t right for me. the things i
enjoyed doing—researching and compiling information—were small parts
of my job in comparison to the other
functions like employee relations and

recruiting.
then i was laid off in 2009, when
the economy was at its worst and the
competition for jobs was intense. i was
struggling to find a position, yet realizing that i didn’t feel passionate or
excited about any of the jobs that were
out there. One day i decided to investigate other careers that might work
with my interests, and i discovered
different types of librarianship, including special libraries. Up to that point,
i’d only really known about public and
academic/school libraries. i hadn’t felt
such enthusiasm about any career in
years, and i quickly made the decision
to apply to library school.
We often hear people say that library
school isn’t necessary to prepare for
librarianship. Even some librarians

KELLY JOHNSON is a life sciences librarian in the Bobst Library
at New York University. She can be reached at kelly.johnson@
nyu.edu.
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Stacie Calabrese

express frustration at having had to
earn an MLS degree in order to keep
jobs they were already performing well.
Do you feel you gained relevant skills
through your MLS that you would not
have learned on the job (or at least not
as easily or quickly)?
this is a tough one. i can see both
sides of the argument, and i know
people who are functioning as librarians who haven’t completed library
school. however, for me, i think i did
learn skills that i probably would not
have been able to pick up as easily
on the job.
the first one that comes to mind is
searching. my knowledge of literature
searching was tenuous at best when i
started library school. going through
the process in a systematic way and
learning all of the ins and outs gave
me a solid foundation that i was able
to bring to the job. when you learn on
the job, you often learn one person’s
style or method, and that might not
always be the right way. library school
allows that solid foundation to be set.
that said, i do think it is essential
to have some kind of work experience while in library school. academic
learning combined with real-world
experience is the best way to be prepared upon graduation.
How do you respond when people say
that librarianship is a dying profession,
or at least a less relevant one? Is there
anything about your experience to suggest the opposite?
librarianship is certainly changing.
10

perhaps one could argue that some
of the old ways are dying off, and if
someone were trying to operate as a
librarian without up-to-date skills, he
or she would certainly be obsolete.
there is definitely a large group of
people who don’t use libraries at
all—they search the internet and read
e-books, and that fully satisfies their
information needs. On the other hand,
my department has grown since i
joined the company three years ago,
and most of the complex research we
are doing in proprietary databases is
not accessible by others.
we’ve been saying for years that the
profession needs to reinvent itself, and
i think it has. we are using and teaching technology to reach and teach people, which is one of the most important things. we should be embracing
the opportunities to improve information literacy so patrons can access
information.
How important do you think your HR
experience with pharma was to your
transition into your current position? Or,
more specifically, how easily do you
think other librarians without pharma/
medical backgrounds could do the
same?
i don’t think my hr experience
specifically helped, other than to situate me into working in a corporate
environment. my experience within
the pharmaceutical industry, however,
was extremely helpful. i had a strong
understanding of the drug development process, as well as a lot of the
terminology and an understanding of
how the industry works.
i think having a solid background in
the industry, combined with attending
library school, helped me land my first
job in the library of a large pharmaceutical company. but even though i have
a greater understanding of the industry than the average person, i am not a
scientist. i’ve made a conscious effort
over the years to try to educate myself
to the extent that i can without going
back to obtain another degree. this
has included non-credit coursework at
community colleges.
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Other than taking advantage of the
courses you mention, how do you stay
up to date? The medical and pharmaceutical fields change so rapidly! Are
there any continuing education opportunities that are especially relevant for
you?
in 2014, i had the amazing fortune
of being accepted into copyright X,
which is a networked course offered
by harvard law school, harvardX,
and the berkman klein center for
internet and society. it was a fascinating course that explored the current
state of copyright law and ongoing
debates about reform. it was a rigorous 12-week course delivered through
pre-recorded lectures, weekly interactive seminars facilitated by harvard
law students, webcasts, and online
discussions, ending with an intense
pass/fail written test.
copyright X was one of the best
courses i’ve ever taken, and i was
thrilled to be accepted and successfully pass the test. lately i’ve been
looking into digital asset management
courses as my next undertaking.
Do you feel developing professional
relationships is more difficult for you,
since you are part of a relatively small
group of niche librarians and you work
primarily from home?
i manage a department of three,
and even though we are spread out
across the country, we stay connected

During a 2012 vacation in Hawaii, Stacie swam
with sharks, walked along the “terrifyingly
narrow” Hana Highway, and deepened her love
of pineapples.

SLA MEMBER INTERVIEW

You’ve mentioned to me before that you
enjoy live trivia and geocaching in your
spare time. Do those interests allow you
to use any of your librarian sleuthing
skills?

Stacie (in glasses) and fellow fans of the New Orleans Saints watch a game at a bar on the Lower
East Side of New York.

regularly through phone calls and chat
programs. Outside of the workplace,
organizations like sla are crucial in
maintaining connections. this applies
on both the local chapter level and
at the national conference. finally,
even though i work primarily from
home now, i maintain the connections
i made when i was starting out my
library career in an office.

the next day. also, it definitely helps
that i made the decision not to have
my work e-mail sent to my phone!
when i was in hr, i felt like i was
on call 24/7, responding whenever my
blackberry buzzed. i think constant
access to work via mobile devices is
what truly prevents people from moving out of work mode, whether they
work in an office or not.

On the topic of working from home, do
you have any advice on recognizing
when to punch the proverbial clock?

Other than supportive professional
networks, what do you feel is the most
compelling reason to belong to SLA? Do
you have any favorite experiences from
the national conference or from your
local chapter?

at the risk of making myself sound
like a slacker, i will admit that i
rarely have issues with stepping away
from work when it’s time to do so. Of
course, if things are really busy, i will
put in extra hours as needed, just as i
would if i were in the office. however,
i feel like it’s really important to make
an effort to establish a work-life balance to avoid burnout and spending
all day working.
i’ve set up a fairly regular schedule
for myself that includes a morning
walk and a lunchtime walk. it’s really
important for me to be able to step
away and recharge so i’m able to tackle work with a fresh mind. i also often
sign up for exercise classes and events
that take place locally in the evenings—it helps force me to step away
and move on to other activities that
are going to help me refresh myself for

staying connected is one of the
most compelling reasons for me. it’s
extremely valuable to be able to meet
others who are similarly situated and
learn from each other. i also love that
it seems like there is a strong amount
of outreach and effort to be inclusionary. sometimes it’s easy to dismiss
an e-mail blast, but having personal
invitations to participate in programs
or opportunities can make a huge difference!
sla membership has also allowed
me to broaden my knowledge through
various programs put on by chapters
and divisions. i love that so many
programs are web-based and available
to all.

yes, very much! geocaching is a
global scavenger hunt for objects hidden at specific gps coordinates. i’ve
been into geocaching for a few years,
and i’ve learned that even when you
get to the coordinates, the location
of the geocache isn’t always obvious. just like a reference interview
requires taking a deeper scan, geocaching requires astute observation
of the environment and the need for
“geosense.”
as for trivia, it’s similar to librarianship in the need to look for clues and
take a deeper scan. a lot of times,
the questions include pretty heavy
clues, so just slowing down and taking
time to consider all of the information
allows me to figure out the answer,
even when it’s very often something
i didn’t “know” when i woke up that
morning.
Finally, what is your earliest memory
(or favorite early memory) of a book or
library?
i remember reading obsessively, to
the point where i would drive my
parents crazy by wanting to read at
the dinner table or even while walking on the boardwalk during a family vacation! i also remember going
to the public library as a child and
checking out stacks of books. at the
time, i never considered a career as
a librarian. as much as i loved the
atmosphere, it wasn’t something that
even occurred to me.
even though what i do is very
different than public librarianship, i
sometimes think about my early days
of enjoying the library. i appreciate
the programs and efforts that allowed
me to experience so much joy and satisfaction from losing myself in books
and learning. SLA
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Teaching Competitive Intelligence
to Business Students
A poster presented at the SLA 2016 Annual Conference
described a collaboration between library and business
school staff to introduce business students to competitive
intelligence techniques and their associated resources.
BY HAL KIRKWOOD, MSLIS

The Roland G. Parrish Library of
Management & Economics at Purdue
University has a strong relationship with
the Krannert School of Management.
This relationship includes an extensive
business information literacy program
that is incorporated into undergraduate
courses. At the graduate level, library
staff have been able to offer a recurring
business information literacy workshop
as part of a leadership discussion series
that the master’s program maintains.
During the 2015-2016 academic
year, an opportunity arose to develop
the workshops into a full credit course
due to a growing need in the graduate program for one- and two-credit
“short courses.” Discussions took place
between library staff and the directors
of the program to map out how the
workshop could be turned into two forcredit courses.
The first course I designed was a onecredit-hour short course on international business research and competitive
intelligence. It was specifically designed
to synchronize with the Krannert
School’s international program, in which
students take a selection of courses on
the Purdue campus and then, within
the same semester, travel to a foreign
city to experience its business environment and overall culture. The course

combines international business, country, and city research with competitive
intelligence techniques and focuses on
the students’ destination, so that the
information will be immediately relevant
when they travel.
The course content is organized
using a problem-based methodology
so that the students, working in teams,
attempt to find information within a
designated framework. The framework
includes a global outlook brainstorm, a
country profile, a country risk assessment, and an international company
review. All of these elements combine
to create an intensive two-day course
that prepares the students for their trip
while at the same time providing them
with experience in competitive intelligence techniques and introducing them
to a variety of free and library-supported
resources.
The second course I created was a
two-credit-hour introductory course on
competitive intelligence that includes
information about CI methods and business information resources that supply
relevant information to these methods.
The course is structured similarly to the
international business and competitive
intelligence course in that it presents
a selection of competitive intelligence
techniques, each coupled with associ-

ated resources that supply relevant
information. Each technique and set of
associated resources is placed within a
business problem-based scenario in an
attempt to make the assignment more
relevant. In such a short time frame, it is
not possible to provide much depth, but
the format gives the students a reasonable taste of competitive intelligence.
To provide context for the competitive intelligence techniques, the students work within their teams on a
simple exercise of matching nearly 45
different CI methods with a selection
of broad analysis categories to show
scope and depth. Then, over the next
several class sessions, a number of
CI methods are highlighted, including
competitor cash flow analysis, SWOT
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats), event analysis, Porter’s
four corners and five forces, and a
social media audit. Each student team
is then assigned to represent a competing company within a specific industry
and given a forward-thinking problem
to analyze. The teams must decide how
their company (and their competitors)
will likely tackle the problem, thus forcing them to collate all of the information
they have gathered into a final problemsolving recommendation.
The response to both courses has
been extremely positive thus far, demonstrating that the mix of theoretical
and applied information is useful and
valuable to the students. Going forward,
the two courses will follow different
paths. The Krannert international program is discontinuing the overseas trip,
so in the short term, the international

HAL KIRKWOOD is an associate professor of library science in the roland g. parrish library of management &
economics at purdue University. he has been awarded the purdue libraries excellence in teaching award and is
the only purdue librarian to be inducted into purdue University’s book of great teachers. he can be reached at
kirkwood@purdue.edu.
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business and competitive intelligence
course will be put on hold. The current
plan is to develop it as an online course
tied to Purdue University’s badge system. (Purdue University developed
Passport as a learning and e-portfolio
system that uses digital badges to demonstrate competencies and achievements; see http://www.itap.purdue.
edu/studio/passport/ for details.) The
Introduction to CI course, meanwhile,
will continue with only minor adjust-

ments, the most significant being to
improve upon the overall assessment
of the course to track its reception and
impact more precisely. SLA

Special Libraries Association - Philadelphia 2016 - Business & Finance Division Poster Session

Competitive Intelligence for MBA Students: Credit Courses
Introduction
The Parrish Library's access into the
Krannert Sch. of Management's MBA
program over the years had been
shallow and inconsistent. Finally we
had been able to have a recurring 4
hour (later reduced to 2 hours) elective
workshop within the Leadership
Discussion Series. Feedback from this
workshop was consistently positive
with the only complaint being that it
was too short.
An increasing need for 1 and 2 credit
short courses was identiﬁed within the
Krannert SOM. After discussions with
the directors of the MBA program it was
agreed to turn the workshop into two
credit-bearing short courses:
Introduction to Competitive Intelligence
(2 credits) and International Business
and Competitive Intelligence (1 credit)
The courses were designed as problembased learning experiences allowing for
a signiﬁcant amount of hands-on
experience with competitive
intelligence techniques.

Course Content & Structure

Assignments

Present and Future

CI Technique Matching

Matching exercise of 40+ CI
techniques to show scale and scope.

Day 1
- Intro to Competitive
Intelligence and the CI Cycle
- CI and Ethics
- Types of Analysis & FAROUT
Method

Competitor Cash Flow Analysis
Financial data exercise to utilize
company databases.

SWOT - TOWS Analysis

Create a combined competitor
SWOT analysis using a variety of sources.

Day 2
- CI and Company Analysis
- - Timeline
- - Financial
- - SWOT
- - Investment Analysts
- - Alternative Sources
- - Executives

Day 3
- CI and Market Research
- - Secondary
- - Infographics
- - 9 Forces/Porter's 5 Forces
- - Competitive Positioning

Roland G.Parrish Library of Management & Economics
http://www.lib.purdue.edu/parrish
Assoc. Prof. Hal Kirkwood kirkwood@purdue.edu

Event/Timeline Analysis

Conduct an Event analysis of a
competitors actions. Using Padlet
and Timetool.

4 Corners Powerpoint

Conduct a 4 Corners Analysis using a
selection of sources.

The courses received extremely positive
feedback from the participants. One team
member returned weeks later to conduct
more research for his own company
utilizing the resources and tools taught in
the class.
Both courses are projected to be taught in
the fall 2016 and spring 2017. Only minor
modiﬁcations will be made to the courses.
The CI course needs some improved
organization and greater clariﬁcation on the
assignments and expectations.
The International Business course needs to
be streamlined slightly as well as clarifying
the assignments to reduce the feeling of
being rushed.
Also a greater level of pre and post
assessment will take place in these next
iterations to more clearly identify the
learning that has taken place.

bit.ly/hpk-intro-ci

5 Forces Infographic

Comparison of published 5 Forces
reports using PiktoChart.

Course Speciﬁcs
Description

The course will investigate the concept of
competitive intelligence, what it means
within a corporate context, key facets and
functions, and a selection of tools and
sources for conducting competitive
intelligence. A selection of analysis
techniques will be presented and utilized
within a competitive intelligence situation.
Competitive intelligence is a process used to
create actionable analysis of markets and
competitors. Issues of CI ethics, identifying
intelligence needs, research methods,
analysis, and dissemination will all be taken
into consideration.

Timeframe

Day 4
- Competitive Intelligence
Tools
- Special CI Questions and
Solutions
- Work on Final Project

Social Media Audit

Conduct a review of social media
outlets on a competitor.
bit.ly/hpk-busco

Day 5
- Special CI Questions and
Solutions
- Work on Final Project

International Business & CI

Day 6
- Final Project Presentations

Objectives

International Business & Competitive Intelligence

- analyze information problems and develop
solutions, drawing from a wide range of
information technology tools and business
analysis practices
- demonstrate an understanding of the use
and value of diﬀerent information sources
available for competitive intelligence
analysis
- analyze and integrate information from a
range of business information sources
- appreciate eﬀective, ethical techniques for
conducting primary and secondary research,
as well as the importance of ethics when
presenting CI results and recommendations.

Fleisher, C. and Bensoussan, B. Business and Competitive Analysis:
Eﬀective Application of New and Classic Methods. FT Press, New Jersey.
(2007).

Final Project: Smart
Buildings Case Study

Teams are given an industry
to analyze, compare the key
competitors, and present a
recommendation utlizing
the techniques taught
during the course.

Friday & Saturday alternating weekends for
3 weeks. Int'l Business is 1 weekend, Friday
& Saturday.

Global Outlook Brainstorm
bit.ly/hpk-methods

Country Overview Report

International Company Research

Use company databases to create a speciﬁc list of local
companies.

Day 1
Introduction to CI and International
Business Research
- Facets of International Business Research
- Methods & Models of IBR CI: Foreign
Markets & Country Risk
- Explore Market Research
Day 2
- Methods & Models: PESTLE
- Investigating Diﬀerent Facets of a Country
- Methods & Models: Porter's Diamond of
National Advantage
- Researching a Country's Past

Team brainstorm activity on global business issues

Create an overview of economic,
cultural, and travel information.

The course focuses on developing eﬀective
and eﬃcient skills in strategic and tactical
business information research. The course
will focus on country-speciﬁc resources and
analysis techniques with special emphasis
on the country selected for the MBA
Business Trip. In 2015 the destination was
Germany; in 2014 it was Brazil.

Country Risk Report
bit.ly/hpk-intlbus

Selected Resources/Readings

Create a Country and City risk
report from a variety of
sources.

Vibert, C. An Introduction to Online Competitive Intelligence
Research: Search Strategies, Research Case Study Research
Problems, and Data Source Evaluations and Reviews. Thomson/Texere,
Ohio. (2004).
Austin, D. SEC Filing Research: 4 Reasons Why it is Indispensable. DisclosureNet
(Aug. 18, 2015).
https://www.disclosurenet.com/sec-ﬁling-research-4-reasons-why-its-indispensable/
Bose, R. Competitive intelligence process and tools for intelligence analysis,
Industrial Management & Data Systems, (2008) Vol. 108 Iss: 4.
Fiora, B. Fight Decision Paralysis with Scenario Planning. Outward Insights. (2007)
Herring, J. Understanding the Intelligence Process. Intelligence Insights.
(May 2005) Vol. 1 Iss 2.
http://ci.sla.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/IIMay05.pdf
Hodges, J. How to Gather Competitive Intelligence. CBS Moneywatch.
(Mar. 27, 2007) .
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/how-to-gather-competitive-research
How to Conduct and Prepare a Competitive Analysis. Edward Lowe
Foundation. (n.d.).
http://edwardlowe.org/how-to-conduct-and-prepare-a-competitive-analysis/
Metayer, E. 50 Competitive Intelligence Techniques. Competia.
(Oct. 7, 2013) .
http://competia.com/50-competitive-intelligence-analysis-techniques
Mockus, D. Do you REALLY Know What Your Competition is Doing? Journal of Business
Strategy. (January/February 2003) Vol 24 Iss 1. http://www.mockus.com/article4.html
Newcomb, D. What to Expect from the Apple Car. Automotive IT News. (Nov. 2, 2015).
http://www.automotiveitnews.org/articles/1066469/what-to-expect-from-the-apple-car/
What is Competitive Intelligence? Fuld + Company. (n.d.)
http://www.fuld.com/what-is-competitive-intelligence
2016 Hal P. Kirkwood

Hal Kirkwood’s poster depicting the content and structure of two “short courses” on competitive intelligence that he designed for business students at
Purdue University. He presented the poster at the SLA 2016 Annual Conference in Philadelphia.
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10 Things to Know About
Copyright Law
Librarians and information professionals with a strong grasp
of these copyright provisions and concepts will find it easier
to legally use content.
BY LESLEY ELLEN HARRIS

finding your way through the maze
that is U.s. copyright law is challenging. do you have to register a work to
protect it under U.s. copyright law?
can you share a pdf of an article that
you accessed through your licensed
database? does fair use give you much
latitude in using copyright-protected
materials?
These are some of the many questions that librarians and information
professionals face in their day-to-day
work. Following are 10 essential things
every librarian and information professional should know about U.S. copyright law. Note that it was not easy to
narrow this list down to 10 points—they
really are just the tip of the iceberg.
Ideas are not protected by U.S. copyright law. U.S. copyright law doesn’t
protect ideas, facts, historical facts, or
news. It’s the expression of ideas (and
facts, news, etc.) that’s protected by
copyright. This means you can summarize an article or write a blog post
based on news events, as long as you
don’t reproduce or copy the article or
news story.
The creator is generally the first
owner of a copyright-protected work.
The general rule of ownership is that

the creator of a work is the first owner
of its copyright. This general rule is,
however, subject to a number of exceptions. One such exception is the “work
for hire” provision, which stipulates that
employers, under certain conditions,
own the copyright in works created by
employees during the course of their
employment.
Copyright protection is automatic.
Copyright is automatic upon the creation of a work in a fixed form—for
example, written on paper, saved to
your computer’s hard drive, or stored
on a memory card in your camera or
phone. The copyright symbol and notice
(for example, © Smart Copyright Corp.
2016) doesn’t have to be affixed to the
work for it to be copyright-protected.
Registration with the U.S. Copyright
Office is voluntary. Registering works
with the U.S. Copyright Office, which
requires depositing a copy of the work,
isn’t mandatory for copyright protection, but it does provide some benefits.
For the copyright owner, registration
provides a presumption of copyright
ownership and confers certain benefits
when pursuing a copyright infringement lawsuit. From a librarian or other
user’s perspective, registration makes

LESLEY ELLEN HARRIS is a copyright lawyer, author, and educator and the founder and publisher of the copyright resource site
copyrightlaws.com, where she explains copyright law in plain english.
visit copyrightlaws.com to subscribe to its free weekly copyright
e-letter.
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it easier to identify the copyright owner
and facilitates the permissions process.
However, since registration is voluntary, a search of the Copyright Office’s
records may not yield the information
you need.
Only the copyright owner has the
“right to copy.” Copyright is, literally,
the “right to copy” and includes a
“bundle” of rights. Section 106 of the
U.S. Copyright Act sets forth the following exclusive rights for authors of works:
(1) to reproduce the copyrighted work
in copies or phonorecords;
(2) to prepare derivative works based
upon the copyrighted work;
(3) to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to
the public by sale or other transfer
of ownership or by rental, lease, or
lending;
(4) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works,
pantomimes, and motion pictures
and other audiovisual works, to
perform the copyrighted work publicly;
(5) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works,
pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic,
or sculptural works, including the
individual images of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, to
display the copyrighted work publicly; and
(6) in the case of sound recordings,
to perform the copyrighted work
publicly by means of a digital audio
transmission.
Copyright duration in the U.S. is life
plus 70 years. The international norm
for the duration of copyright protection
is the life of the author plus 50 years,
as set out in the leading international
copyright treaty, the Berne Convention.
However, some countries, including the
United States and European Union

countries, go beyond this norm and
now provide copyright protection for life
plus 70 years.
You must have permission to use a
copyright-protected work, even if it’s an
orphan work. With few exceptions, you
need permission from the owner of a
copyright-protected work to use it. That
said, it isn’t always possible to locate
a copyright owner. The works of copyright owners who cannot be located
are called “orphan works.” If you can’t
identify or locate a copyright owner (or
if a copyright holder doesn’t reply to
your permission requests), there’s no
mechanism under U.S. copyright law
that allows you to legally use that work.
You don’t need permission to use a
work that’s in the public domain. If a
work is in the public domain, you can
use it in any manner—even modify or
adapt it—without obtaining permission.
Some works are in the public domain
because their copyright duration has
expired or they didn’t qualify for copy-

right protection in the first place (such
as most works of the U.S. government).
There are some limitations on copyright. The U.S. Copyright Act balances
the interests of copyright owners with
those of content users by including
limitations on the exclusive rights of
owners, such as fair use and specific
exceptions. However, the act doesn’t
explicitly set out which uses constitute
fair use; instead, it sets out (1) types of
uses to which fair use might apply and
(2) factors to consider in determining
whether a use may be fair use.
The ultimate arbiter of fair use is a
judge in a court of law. Due to the ambiguity of fair use and the risk involved in
applying it, some enterprises avoid it.
You should know your organization’s
policy and procedures on making a fair
use judgment.
In addition to fair use that might apply
in your library, section 108 of the U.S.
Copyright Act sets out specific uses for
eligible libraries where permission and

payment are not necessary. These uses
include preservation copying and copying for interlibrary loans.
U.S. copyright law applies to copyright-protected materials used in the
United States. Since 1989, the United
States has been a member of the
leading international treaty on copyright, the Berne Convention, which is
administered by the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO). In 1999,
the United States joined the two WIPO
digital/Internet treaties. From an information professional’s perspective, this
means that when reproducing or sharing copyright-protected materials from
the other 171 Berne country members,
you should apply U.S. law if you’re
using those materials in the United
States. SLA
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Diigo Communities: Capturing,
Sharing, and Exploring Websites
A tool that facilitates the sharing of websites and allows for
annotation and tagging can help you collaborate on projects,
find paths to new content, and deliver training materials.
BY DAVID STERN, MLS

My last column explored the pros and
cons of various shared-screen collaboration tools; in future columns, I will
focus on personal information management tools, shared collaboration spaces, and other empowering technologies.
But right now, I want to look at a free
tool that facilitates local and global sharing of websites, can be used to create
online communities, and can also serve
as a unique exploration tool.
In its simplest manifestation, diigo
(www.diigo.com) can be used as a
personal cloud-based URL recording
tool. The My Library option provides a
web-based means of capturing interesting URLs, allowing Diigo to be used as a
favorites or bookmarks tool that can be
accessed from any workstation. Diigo
also permits you to enter annotations
(keywords) and tags for each entry,
making it much easier to organize,
associate, and retrieve saved URLs.
Beyond metadata storage and retrieval, diigo also allows users to capture a
snapshot of the viewed page for historical reference. It even allows users to
highlight and annotate portions of the
snapshot. This feature can be used for
personal reminders, group collaboration, and teaching purposes.
All of these functions can be performed using a locally installed diigo

toolbar if you have permission to
enhance your web browser (there are
Chrome, Firefox, and Opera extensions). If you are operating on a lockeddown public workstation, you can use
the drag-and-drop Diigolet on all major
browsers with no download or installation required. There are also apps for
iPhone and Android mobile devices.

Applications for Personal
and Group Sharing
For personal use, the ability to add
keywords as tags means you can easily organize your materials into clusters
and search for items using personal
folksonomies. The software even provides suggested terms based upon the
content found in the page. Browsing
your favorite URLs by concepts is easy
and effective. URL records are, by
default, added to the global diigo community, but they can be restricted to
personal viewing, allowing you to save
URLs and associated passwords and
other types of privileged information.
URL records can be proactively
shared in a number of ways. Under
the broadest (default) sharing option,
your records are added to the global
diigo community and can be found by
any searcher. Tag searching is also, by
default, performed across the entire

DAVID STERN is library director at saint Xavier University in
chicago. he can be reached at hdavid.stern@gmail.com.
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diigo community. The tags can also be
used as the basis for deeper browsing, as they are linked to related tags,
related interest groups, and top contributors. Using the global community
search option, you can effectively use
related links from other diigo members
to identify common interests.
Records can also be associated with
community interest groups, thereby
allowing you to browse socially discovered URLs by topic rather than relying
on keyword searching. Within interest
groups, you can also browse by tags,
by most recent entries, by most popular
records, and by top contributors. You
can use https://www.diigo.com/tag to
search for communities or to browse
community tags by alphabetical listing, by frequency of word entries, or by
related terms.
For more controlled sharing options,
you can create your own public or
private groups. This allows you to, say,
collaborate on a local project using
shared and annotated links, or populate
a private space in which documents
can be added to records as snapshots.
Searching can be limited to selected search domains (e.g., “my public
groups” or “my private groups”). Virtual
communities can be generated quickly
and dissolved at any time.
It is also possible to use tags to build
virtual communities, allowing common
interests to be shared broadly without creating a group. You can create
special tags to allow for more targeted searching—for example, the tag
#sternchem would allow others who
know the code to find your designated
chemistry records, while #sxuchem
would provide a search option for locating the organizational interests of all
Saint Xavier University chemists. In
essence, you are creating a local community by tagging all interesting items
with #sxuchem to make them easy for
your associates to identify.
Tag-based materials cannot be kept
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private. Users determine when to create
groups and when to share information
more informally using special tags.
Local interest groups and tag-based
communities facilitate the development
of long-term community relationships.
Imagine continuing to share interests
with those who have left your organization (such as former colleagues and/or
alumni). What a great way to maintain
contact with them and provide a forum
for alternative perspectives from other
types of environments over time.
Diigo also allows you harness the
power of serendipity by browsing other
people’s public interests and using
their links as pathways to new content.
Browsing can be performed across
known individuals, pre-created groups,
and/or random tags based upon a
single URL or keyword. In this way, you
can survey link connections to explore
and discover interesting new URLs.
The advanced search option
(https://www.diigo.com/people/search/
advance) allows you to search for people across the entire diigo community
by tags, by URL, by industry, and by
geographic location (to limit results).
You can then investigate their interests
and websites by browsing their tags,
their groups, their followers, and their
public bookmarks.
Finally, you can use diigo to support training and teaching initiatives.
Using screen captures with highlighted
sections can be an effective way to
demonstrate relevant web material for
particular concepts. Diigo provides a
free platform for handling your teaching materials—records can be grouped
for shared display and/or collaboration,
depending upon the permissions you
choose.
Take diigo for a spin and see
what types of creative uses you can
develop. SLA
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• Participate in meetings, especially
those with higher-ups.
• Engage in informal discussions
with co-workers.
“Given the changing landscape of
knowledge management, it is important
to stay flexible and avoid pigeonholing
yourself,” he writes. “[And] once you
understand the organization’s drivers,
do something meaningful with that
knowledge.”
To learn more about understanding the drivers of your organization,
read the articles by Faust and van
Boetzelaer in this issue of Information
Outlook. SLA
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